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1 Introduction 
In modern cryptographic systems, including the popular RSA encryption system, the secure            

transmission of data relies heavily on cryptographic keys and seeds. In order to ensure the security                
of the encrypted data or information passing through the system these keys and numbers must be                
unpredictable and randomly generated. Therefore the process of encrypting and storing passwords            
requires what is called a salt. A salt is an added layer of security that randomizes each password as it                    
is stored in a database. If no salt existed there would be no variability among similar passwords and                  
it would be easy to work out the hash value of multiple passwords at once with precomputed tables.                  
Random number generators (RNGs) are however never truly random. This is because a RNG              
cannot be both unpredictable as well as random in its outputs because for a set of numbers to have                   
an equal distribution among all numbers there must be a certain amount of predictability. The most                
common RNGs are known as linear congruential generators and use a series of discontinuous linear               
piecewise functions or equations to generate random numbers. However a new type of random              
number generator has been recently proposed; permuted congruential generators are said to be more              
secure than linear congruential generators in addition to being less complex than most standard              
RNGS. We chose this topic because cryptography and the encryption of sensitive information is an               
important matter in today’s society. 

We decided to test the performance of a variety of permuted congruential generators. By              
comparing the running time, security, predictability and general complexity of each permuted            
congruential generator we determined which algorithms perform the best and which would be most              
effective. For the purposes of this project we decided to use the programming language              
Mathematica because of it’s ability to statistically analyze data easily and because of it’s built in RNG                 
functionality. 
 
1.1 Application of RNGs 

In order to fully understand how important RNG’s are in modern cryptography it is              
important to understand how hashes and encryption works. Hashes are designed as variables that              
can be used to check if incoming information, such as an entered password or username, is                
authentic. It does this by generating a hash value through a hash function. This value is usually a                  
series of incoherent, random characters and numbers. When information is received, the system can              
cross-reference the computed hash of what it received with the hash stored in it’s database and                
determine if there is a match, consequently making a judgement based on whether or not there is a                  
match. Since hashes are usually shorter than the information that they originated from this makes               
cross-referencing a whole lot faster and easier. This method also helps when determining whether or               
not incoming files are potentially malicious. For example a lot of programs that you download may                
have what is called a checksum that remains constant. If a program is downloaded and the                
computed checksum turns out to be different than the one the maker reports, then it is possible the                  
file was intercepted and maliciously tampered with. 
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In RSA encryption random numbers are incredibly important because being a public key             
cryptographic system means that the keys will be easily accessible by the public. In order to be                 
secure the keys and all other variables used in calculating the keys must be incredibly large, nearly                 
unfactorable and very unpredictable. If they weren’t it would be relatively easy to reverse engineer               
the key by analyzing patterns in the encrypted data that the encryption process outputs. The point is                 
that random numbers are incredibly important because there an easy way to make things consistently               
unpredictable and difficult to crack. In simpler terms, it is may be easy for someone to solve a                  
cryptogram but nobody can predict a truly random number. 

 
1.2 Permuted vs Linear Congruential Generators 

Linear congruential generators are named so because they are based off of simple but              
nevertheless sufficiently random linear functions. These functions usually follow the formula: 

 
Where m is the modulus of the function, a  is the multiplier and c is the incremental value. 
Essentially this is a glorified version of the popular y = mx + b equation that most people know. 
Despite it’s succinctness and simplicity it is actually remarkably unpredictable in application. The 
period length (see 2.1) of these generators is at maximum m, but is often much smaller for most 
values of a . The simplicity of these generators however obviously has drawbacks. Since there are so 
few variables in the equation it is easy to screw up the randomness and effectiveness of a linear 
generator with some bad inputs for c, m, and especially a .  

Permuted congruential generators aren’t a huge step up from linear congruential generators 
in terms of complexity. PCGs use linear generators in their functions however in addition to LCGs 
they also have the added feature of permutation. PCGs take the result of their LCGs and apply 
permutation functions on tuples. The actual process is complex and carefully articulated but is 
essentially like shuffling a deck of cards twice in a row. This added layer of security means that 
PCGs have supposedly more security. They are also said to be faster since less running time is spent 
on overly elaborate LCG algorithms and is instead spent on permuting much simpler LCG 
algorithms. 

 

2 Analysis of RNGs 
2.1 Mersenne Twister 

The Mersenne Twister is possibly the most used and common general-purpose RNG in the              
world right now and for good reason. This RNG is generally reliable and comes with a variety of                  
good advantages. The name originates from the Mersenne prime with was the type of number that                
was chosen to be it’s period length. The period length of an RNG is essentially how long a number                   
generated by an RNG in it’s starting seed state can be before it begins to repeat itself. Most RNGs                   
have period lengths that can be calculated without actually reading out the entire period. For               
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example, the period length of linear congruential generators can be calculated through factoring             
since they are, at their bare-bones, just linear functions. In the case of the Mersenne Twister, it’s                 
period length is the Mersenne prime 219937 − 1 which is it’s greatest advantage. Even though period                 
length is directly deterministic of randomness it is much easier for a Mersenne Twister to be                
sufficiently random when it has such a long period length. The Mersenne Twister also passes many                
tests of statistical randomness such as the Diehard Tests which are a gauntlet of statistical tests used                 
to test the efficiency of RNGs. However the major drawbacks of the Mersenne Twister are it’s size                 
and the time it takes to produce sufficiently random numbers. The large state space and period                
length give the Mersenne Twister a 2.5 KiB buffer which can easily tear through memory and space.                 
If the initial state of a Mersenne Twister iteration is highly non-random it also takes a long time for                   
the iteration to start diverging and become uniquely random. 
 
2.2 Linear Congruential Generator 

We already addressed the basics of linear congruential generators in 1.2 but here we will go                
into more detail. For the purposes of this experiment we will be using the LCG function in                 
Mathematica which comes integrated in the program itself. Since LCGs are linear and very simplistic               
we assume that this will perform the worst or most predictably out of the three generators. LCGs                 
are simple which means they require very little space and memory to retain state. A minimum                
requirement of about 32 to 64-bits means that LCGs are very good for quick and simple                
randomness needs but not for proper security on an official website or database. LCGs are also not                 
advisable for cryptographic purposes. If a character is used as the seed and is only iterated once than                  
it is very easy for the resulting cipher to be cracked through basic frequency analysis. Even though                 
we will not be using parallel processing in our project it should be noted that LCGs should not be                   
used in parallel programming. Multiple LCGs may try to access the same state which can easily lead                 
to less randomness and lots of run-time lag. Because of the LCG’s predictably but simplicity and low                 
size, it finds use in a lot of video games and programs where size is valuable and space is usually                    
preoccupied by other important algorithms and computations. 
 
2.3 Permuted Congruential Generator 

The PCG used for the purposes of this project was an implementation of the XSL-RR               
family of PCGs which is one of the most basic and raw implementations of the PCG family. Using                  
Mathematica’s built in function that allows for the construction of random number generators we              
can easily implement the PCG into Mathematica. As mentioned before, the PCG consists of two               
parts; the linear generator or recurrence and the permutation function. In Mathematica this is              
represented as two separate sections of the algorithm. The permutation within the PCG essentially              
allows the algorithm to apply randomness to itself. We can do this by separating the state bits of the                   
generator into pairs from the Cartesian products Z 2 k × Z 2 b−k and then applying permutation to                 
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only one side of the pair. The PCG paper (see citations) goes into greatly more detail but this is the                    
basic, central concept behind the structure of PCGs and what makes them so random. 
 

3 Methods 
3.1 Transposing the Linear Generators 

One of the benefits of choosing Mathematica as our programming language is that two              
generators, namely the LCG and Mersenne Twister, are already implemented in the language itself.              
With this fundamental implementation our jobs are not only easier but we run into less problems                
with compiling and running-time issues since Mathematica can now run all mathematical operations             
in the background. To generate random numbers in Mathematica we must enter seed values using               
SeedRandom[] and then a range of numbers we wish to generate from using RandomReal[a , b ]. To                
run the whole function we call on the method we wish to use and then Mathematica will                 
automatically call to the function as shown here: 
 

 
 
The same method will apply to the LCG: 
 

 
 
3.2 Statistical Analysis 

To analyze the data we receive from our random number generators we will use histograms               
to visualize the patterns, or lack thereof, in our data. Mathematica has the capability to generate                
histograms from generated sets of random numbers. This allows to quickly check for randomness              
and predictability in each of the generators. We will be using 4 tests each with sets consisting of 50,                   
100, 500, and 1000 random numbers. This variety of tests will ensure no irregularities or skewness in                 
our data and the small sets we have chosen will ensure that the predictability in each algorithm is                  
somewhat evident since almost all generators inevitably become random in appearance at much             
larger sets. The key in analyzing the histograms is to check for equal distribution in that the                 
distribution of numbers should appear to be flat. Assuming that an algorithm is truly random means                
that there should be no preference towards any particular number or range of numbers. Since there                
is no way to tell if something is truly random (which is why RNGs are technically ‘pseudo’-random                 
number generators) we can’t technically prove that any set of numbers is ‘random’ even the               
sequence [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] could technically be considered random. The closest thing we can do is                   
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figure that since a truly random number generator would have equal preference towards all numbers.               
Assuming a range of (1, 10), this would mean each number has a 1/10 chance of being generated                  
and therefore the distribution should theoretically being equal across the board. 

Another method of visualizing randomness is to set two of the same generator to generate               
numbers alongside each other and then graph the distribution of each set of numbers against each                
other on the x-y plane. This method allows you to quickly see correlation between the two iterations                 
and determine whether or not the generator is fundamentally patternistic. In comparing these three              
random number generators we will use both of these methods to visually contrast each algorithms               
performance. 
 
 

4 Results 
4.1 Mersenne Twister 
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4.2 Linear Congruential Generator 
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4.3 Permuted Congruential Generator 
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5 Conclusions 
From the histograms we have produced we can clearly see that the linear congruential              

generator comes in dead last when it comes to random distribution, just as we predicted. With the                 
multiplier, increment, and modulus we inputted the random numbers we generated were sufficiently             
random at first glance but there was undeniable preference in the data when the sample size was                 
increased. The Mersenne Twister and the PCG performed similarly but the PCG appeared to be               
slightly more equal in it’s distribution. In addition, the PCG achieved equilibrium a lot faster than                
the Mersenne Twister, already outperforming the Mersenne Twister by the second test. In the final               
test with a set size of 1000 we can see slight skewness in the Mersenne Twister towards the right                   
with more preference towards numbers on the left. This could be attributed to error but the PCG                 
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appeared to have a much more equal distribution compared to the Mersenne Twister. From our               
results we can conclude that the Permuted Congruential Generator comes out on top when it comes                
to performance, efficiency across multiple sample sizes, and general pseudorandomness. Combined           
with it’s small state space compared to Mersenne’s cumbersome 2.5 KiB buffer, and it’s relatively               
simplistic application in comparison to Mersenne’s, the PCG offers great potential for commercial             
use in security and cryptographic applications. 
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7 Appendix 
7.1 Linear Congruential Generator 
BlockRandom[SeedRandom[1, Method -> {"Congruential", "Multiplier" -> 11, "Increment" -> 0, 

      "Modulus" -> 63}]; RandomReal[1, 40]]; 

7.2 Mersenne Twister 
BlockRandom[SeedRandom[1, Method -> "MersenneTwister"]; RandomReal[1, 5]] 

7.3 Permuted Congruential Generator 
pcgRandomR[state_, inc_] := 

Module[{ newstate, xorshifted, rot, mask32=2^32-1,mask64=2^64-1}, 

    newstate = BitAnd[state*6364136223846793005 + BitOr[inc, 1], mask64]; 

    xorshifted = BitAnd[BitShiftRight[ 

        BitXor[BitShiftRight[state, 18], state], 27], mask32]; 

    rot = Mod[BitShiftRight[state, 59], 32]; 

    {BitAnd[BitOr[ 

        BitShiftRight[xorshifted, rot], 

        BitShiftLeft[xorshifted, BitAnd[32 - rot, 31] 

     ]], mask32], newstate, inc} 

  ] 

 

pcgRandomRSeed[initstate_, initseq_] := Module[{state, inc, rand}, 

     state = 0; 

     inc = Mod[BitOr[BitShiftLeft[initseq, 1], 1], 2^64]; 

     {rand, state, inc} = pcgRandomR[state, inc]; 

     state = Mod[state + initstate, 2^64]; 

     {rand, state, inc} = pcgRandomR[state, inc]; 
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     {state, inc} 

  ] 

  Options[PermutedCongruential] = {"InitState" -> Automatic, 

  "InitSeq" -> 7050702485517258437} 

 

PermutedCongruential /: 

Random`InitializeGenerator[PermutedCongruential, opts___] := 

Module[{initState, initSeq}, 

  initState = 

   Replace[OptionValue[PermutedCongruential, {opts}, "InitState"], 

    Automatic :> RandomInteger[{1, 2^64}]]; 

  initSeq = 

   Replace[OptionValue[PermutedCongruential, {opts}, "InitSeq"], 

    Automatic :> RandomInteger[{1, 2^64}]]; 

  If[! IntegerQ[initState], Throw[$Failed]]; 

      If[! IntegerQ[initSeq], Throw[$Failed]]; 

  PermutedCongruential @@ pcgRandomRSeed[initState, initSeq] 

  ] 

  PermutedCongruential[state_, inc_]["GeneratesBitsQ"] := True; 

PermutedCongruential[state_, inc_]["BitWidth"] = 32; 

PermutedCongruential[state_, inc_]["SeedGenerator"[seed_]] := 

PermutedCongruential[Mod[state seed, 2^64], inc] 

 

PermutedCongruential[state_, inc_]["GenerateBits"[bits_]] := 

    {#1, PermutedCongruential[##2]} & @@ pcgRandomR[state, inc] 
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Histogram[BlockRandom[SeedRandom[12324235, 

  Method -> {PermutedCongruential, "InitSeq" -> 32736465}]; 

{RandomInteger[{1, 26}, 3], RandomReal[1, 3]}]] 
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